EFFICIENT MULTIRATE SIGNAL PROCESSING WITH THE C55X

With its dual MAC, abundance of buses, and copious internal RAM, the TMS320C55x allows a high degree of parallelism—just the ticket for applications using decimating filter banks.

By Michael Tsiroulnikov

Compared with previous generations of digital signal processors, Texas Instruments’ TMS320C55x generation of DSPs is particularly well suited to multirate operations in the complex domain. Its single-cycle dual multiplier/accumulator (MAC), multiplicity of buses, and generous endowment of internal RAM give it about an order-of-magnitude cumulative improvement in performance over previous generations of DSPs when implementing signal detectors, decimating filter banks,
and other functions that filter input data through an array of same-length complex filters.

Complex-domain operations make it possible to overcome the limitations of real-domain bandpass sampling, thereby helping to maximize a filter's decimation ratio without any loss in precision. A decimating filter bank can be viewed as an application-specific transform or a signal compression technique in which blocks of real signal data are converted into shorter sets of downsampled values.

**PROCESSOR HIGHLIGHTS**

Compared with its predecessors, the TMS320C54x generation, the C55x is highly advanced. Most notably, just its single-cycle dual MAC, supported by multiple buses that let it retrieve three 16-bit data words in a single cycle, gives the processor a twofold performance advantage. In addition, the new
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**Figure 1.** Organizing the data into blocks of symmetric and asymmetric coefficients and then taking them in sequential order for the even and odd indices, respectively, keeps auxiliary pointer manipulations to a minimum. The coefficient data pointer (CDP) points to the prefolded input data; the auxiliary registers (ARx) point to the coefficient arrays.
processors have significantly more internal RAM. These resources can be used very effectively to realize various filter banks and functional transforms.

Relative to code written for the C54x, code for the C55x has less loop initialization and finalization overhead—an important advantage in staged multirate signal processing, when filters are often short and the overhead can therefore add significantly to the execution time.

Other valuable new features of the C55x are its coefficient data pointer (CDP) register and its auxiliary registers (ARx), which now allow long immediate offset values to be included in the op code without adding any extra cycles when the program is executing. This capability makes it easier to develop assembly code in a C-like fashion, thereby shortening the R&D cycle.

The key to the successful design of a DSP application is appropriate data organization for both the filter bank coefficients and the input data. Properly organized data makes for a smooth, natural flow of operations with minimal pointer manipulations and no unnecessary discontinuities in the program flow.

To exploit the advantages of complex-domain filtering, the input data vectors should be decomposed into symmetric and asymmetric components; the decomposition helps to boost performance as much as twofold. The new CDP register is exploited in this connection, being used to point to the decomposed data, while the auxiliary registers point to the filter banks.

An obvious drawback of multirate signal processing is its need for a large amount of fast RAM in which to store filter bank coefficients. That need usually won’t be a problem for the C55x generation because most of the processors have more than enough internal RAM. Also, their speed can compensate for the increase in program code by allowing more instances of an algorithm to be run in a given time.

REALIZING A GENERIC COMPLEX FILTER BANK

Transforming real-domain input data into the complex domain simplifies later signal processing, especially if the application makes use of various nonparametric spectrum analysis techniques. Working in the complex domain also helps boost performance. The major MIPS savings obviously come from the decimation process (the filters are run less often), and those savings are directly proportional to the decimation ratio.

The savings arises from the fact that real-domain bandpass subsampling is subject to many constraints [1] that must be strictly adhered to if an application is to operate properly. The key problem is aliasing: for a

### Listing 2: Assembly Code for the Filter Bank Function

```assembly
Listing 2: Assembly Code for the Filter Bank Function

.bool    (APP_FB_PSZ/2-1)
.localrepeat {    
  t0 = *ar3+;
  HI(ac0) = *ar6+ + t0, LO(ac0) = *ar6+ - t0;
  *ar5+ = LO(ac0), *ar4+ = HI(ac0);
}
.localrepeat {    
  ac0 = ac0 + (*ar1+ *coef(*cdp)+),
  acl = acl + (*ar2+ *coef(*cdp)+);
  }  repeat (#(APP_FB_PSZ/2-3))
  ac0 = ac0 + (*ar1+ *coef(*cdp)+),
  acl = acl + (*ar2+ *coef(*cdp)+);
  ac0 = rdn(ac0 + (*ar1+ *coef(*cdp)+))
  acl = rdn(acl + (*ar2+ *coef(*cdp)+))
  t0 = #(-APP_FB_PSZ/2+1);   
  t1 = #(APP_FB_PSZ/2+1);    
  brc0 = #(-2-1);            
  brc1 = #(APP_FB_PSZ/2-1);
}
.exit                   
```

given sampling frequency, \( f_s \), a signal with frequency \( f_s / 2 + d \) is aliased by a “mirrored” signal, \( f_s / 2 - d \), for any deviation, \( d \). In effect, the whole frequency plan is folded multiple times within the interval \( \{0 \ldots f_s / 2\} \).

The operations on analytic signals in the complex domain are much simpler, because the frequencies \((k \cdot f_s + d)\), for any \( k \), are aliased into themselves—the frequency plan can be viewed as going around in a circle. Consequently, the central frequency of the signal band can be in any relationship to the sampling frequency, and the choice of the decimation ratio is much relaxed, although it’s still constrained by the filter properties, the signal/noise spectrum, and the application requirements.

So how, exactly, do you convert a real-domain signal, \( X(t) \), into complex-domain signal \( q(t) \)? For:

\[
X(t) = \{x(t), x(t - 1), x(t - 2), \ldots \}
\]

\[
q(t) = o_s(t) + j \cdot o_a(t)
\]

where \( L \) = the length of the filter, what’s needed is a complex filter bank made up of \( N \) subfilters, \( F_{zi} \), each of which has the form:

\[
F_{zi} = F_{si} + j \cdot F_{ai}
\]

where \( F_{si} \) indicates real components of \( F_z \), and \( F_{ai} \) indicates imaginary ones:

\[
F_{si} = \{f_{s_0}, f_{s_1}, \ldots f_{s_{L-1}}\}^T
\]

\[
F_{ai} = \{f_{a_0}, f_{a_1}, \ldots f_{a_{L-1}}\}^T
\]

\( l = \{0 \ldots N - 1\} \)

(all of the subfilters are assumed to be of the same length) and \( q(t) \) can be given as:

\[
q(t) = F_{zi}^T \cdot X(t)
\]

For a very wide class of filter banks, \( F_{zi} \) can be represented as the sum of two components, a strictly symmetrical real one, \( F_{si} \), and an asymmetrical imaginary one, \( F_{ai} \), and both components of each subfilter will still comply with the rules for the Hilbert transform. The straightforward approach to performing these calculations involves using the \texttt{first()} and \texttt{firn()} instructions of the C55x, but there’s a superior approach. If the bank has many subfilters of equal length, it’s more efficient to prefold the input data, \( X(t) \), around its center point, \( (t_c) \), into two sets, one a sum of the samples \( x(t_c - t) \) and \( x(t_c + t) \) and the other the difference between those same samples:

\[
s(d) = x(t_c + d) + x(t_c - d)
\]

\[
a(d) = x(t_c + d) - x(t_c - d)
\]

With the input data in complex form, our task now is to optimize the processing operations so as to exploit the C55x’s dual MAC as fully as possible. Two things that can be done in pursuit of that goal are:

\bullet Use CDP (which is, by default, a pointer to coefficients) as a pointer into the prefolded data arrays, while using auxiliary pointers to operate with coefficients.

\bullet Regroup filter banks. When CDP points to the summed data, \( s(t) \), we need both auxiliary pointers to operate with arrays from the \( F_{si} \) set. Therefore we can set up two “parallel” blocks of filter coefficients for either \( F_{si} \) or \( F_{ai} \), and use even and odd subfilters sets, \{\( F_{s_0}, F_{s_2}, F_{s_4}, \ldots \)\} and \{\( F_{s_1}, F_{s_3}, F_{s_5}, \ldots \)\}, linkable into different single-access RAM segments. Then the filtering with \( F_{s_2i} \) will be performed simultaneously with the filtering with \( F_{s_{2i+1}} \). The modifications of operations with \( F_{ai} \) are similar. Of course, the code...
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will definitely be simpler if the number of filters in the filter bank is even. This approach becomes more efficient as the number of subfilters grows; indeed, it makes sense for four or more subfilters.

You can use a very similar approach for the more general case of a complex input and a complex filter bank; the processing flow and the code are essentially the same. Be sure to use the Hermitian (conjugate transposed) operator while doing complex domain filtering; otherwise the frequency plan will be inverted.

Determining the best trade-off among decimation filter, block size, and decimation ratio must be decided case by case. Sometimes it makes perfect sense to use longer filters with better shape factors (narrower transient bands), which allow a higher decimation ratio. But since it’s impossible to provide general advice appropriate for all circumstances, it’s up to you to decide on the trade-offs when you develop your algorithm.

In general, because the filter length is typically longer than the block size, the processing flow involves concatenating incoming data with previously saved block(s) of data and then updating the “saved signal” array. The filter bank function is C-callable:

```c
void APP_filter_bank(APP_tSc *pSc, Int *psEven, Int *psOdd);
```

The filter function accepts as parameters a pointer to a scratchpad structure and pointers to the even and odd filter blocks (Listing 1; the code for concatenation and updating described above has been omitted, since it’s straightforward), each grouped into an array of the form:

```c
Int_aaAppEvenFilterBlock[2*N/2][L/2];
```

where the first N/2 rows of half-sized filters (L/2) are taken in sequential order from a symmetric set, Fsi, and the rest are taken from asymmetric set Fai, for the even and odd indices, respectively. Organizing the data in that manner (Figure 1) helps keep auxiliary pointer manipulations to a minimum.

**DATA FORMAT**

In the same manner, the output of the algorithm should represent the data in the format that’s most suitable for the further processing. A C-like structure APP_tOut is declared, which may contain other fields if required by an application. The function APP_filter_bank() only stores o(t) (decimated complex signal pairs per subfilter) into predefined locations.

Note that the filter length doesn’t have to be even.

Figure 2. This diagram shows the transmission characteristics of the second-bin (900-Hz) filter before decimation. Both axes are scaled linearly. Ideally, the second filter’s stopband attenuation would reach its maximum value over the passbands of all the other frequency bins. The filter’s behavior in the transition bands is less important, since the only disturbing factor is circuit noise.

Figure 3. By examining the postdecimation signal and filters using polar coordinates, it’s easy to see that the passbands of all the MFR1 bins will overlap after decimation and will fall within the same tinted sector around the vector \((-1, 0)\), which will simplify postprocessing. That won’t necessarily be true for other applications.

In general, because the filter length is typically longer than the block size, the processing flow involves concatenating incoming data with previously saved block(s) of data and then updating the “saved signal” array. The filter bank function is C-callable:

```c
void APP_filter_bank(APP_tSc *pSc, Int *psEven, Int *psOdd);
```

The filter function accepts as parameters a pointer to a scratchpad structure and pointers to the even and odd filter blocks (Listing 1; the code for concatenation and updating described above has been omitted, since it’s straightforward), each grouped into an array of the form:

```c
Int_aaAppEvenFilterBlock[2*N/2][L/2];
```

where the first N/2 rows of half-sized filters (L/2) are taken in sequential order from a symmetric set, Fsi, and the rest are taken from asymmetric set Fai, for the even and odd indices, respectively. Organizing the data in that manner (Figure 1) helps keep auxiliary pointer manipulations to a minimum.

**DATA FORMAT**

In the same manner, the output of the algorithm should represent the data in the format that’s most suitable for the further processing. A C-like structure APP_tOut is declared, which may contain other fields if required by an application. The function APP_filter_bank() only stores o(t) (decimated complex signal pairs per subfilter) into predefined locations.

Note that the filter length doesn’t have to be even.
greatly helps with writing, debugging, and testing assembly code by running bit-exact comparisons with a C version of the same algorithm. Despite the relative complexity of the C55x instruction set, I found that I could write C55x assembly code faster than I could write code for previous DSPs, like the C54x or earlier generations.

As you can see from the listing, filtering with Fsi and Fai is done using an external loop over the block repeat counter register (BRC0). The pointers to the input array (pSc->asPlus or pSc->asMinus) and the output array (pOut->sC or pOut->sS) are updated when the first iteration is over, but the pointers to the coefficients remain free-running.

Note that the internal loop initiation and finalizing overhead take only three processor cycles. In certain cases it may be possible to decrease the number of cycles even further.

THE FILTER BANK FUNCTION IN ACTION

Let's demonstrate the use of this procedure to detect multifrequency R1 signals as specified in the ITU-T Q.320, Q.322, and Q.323 recommendations. Although a very simple example, it demonstrates the advantages of this approach very nicely.

Valid multifrequency signals are represented by two, and only two, tones from a set of six frequencies $f_i = 700 + i \times 200$ Hz, $i = (0 \ldots 5)$, with 1.5% tolerance and a duration of at least 60 ms. In this kind of application, noise isn't usually a problem because tone detection is done before a call is established; hence there's no voice on the line to corrupt the tone signal.

Our filter bank consists of six subfilters of length 100 (input signal sampling frequency $f_s = 8$ kHz), derived from a Hamming prototype and modulated by $\cos(2\pi f_i[t-t_c])$ and $\sin(2\pi f_i[t-t_c])$. (Figure 2 shows the filter shape for the second frequency bin, 900 Hz.) The passband (tinted area) is $\pm \Delta f$ (about 1 dB), $\Delta f = 40$ Hz, and the stopband is $200 - \Delta f = 160$ Hz (42 dB). These values provide some headroom and allow signal processing with a maximum frequency deviation of 2.35% even for the highest-frequency bin, 1,700 Hz.

The choice of the decimation ratio depends greatly on the operations to be performed on the decimated signal. Although signal detection applications allow for deep subsampling, other applications, such as sub-band adaptive filtering, may impose another set of (obviously, much harder) constraints on how low a signal may be decimated. In our application, the transition bands (-160:-40) and (40:160), relative to the central frequencies, may be overlapped (Figure 3).

If we consider the shape of the decimation filter only, the Nyquist barrier can be seen as deliberately broken. A signal with the spectrum falling into transition bands beyond the tinted area will be aliased. Fortunately, no fatal consequences result, because the signal there is only noise and there's no need to reconstruct the original signal. Note that the area of interest (~40:40 off the central frequency, 900 Hz) is "clean." Nevertheless, it's overlapped with the signals in adjacent frequency bins and the accompanying noise, all in the stopband area of the filter. Therefore, to utilize such a high decimation ratio as 40, the prototype filter will be "sufficiently good" and have an adequate shape factor and stopband attenuation.

THE INPUT

The input into the function is a block of 40 samples (appended to the saved preceding data), which is transformed into six complex pairs. This number of samples corresponds to 5 ms, an interval that fits well with other signal processing algorithms, like ITU-T...
G.72x vocoders. The further processing of the decimated signal, to estimate the instantaneous frequency and energy in this low-noise case is obviously simple. If you're interested in more advanced techniques, Modern Spectrum Analysis [2] provides an excellent starting point.

For this decimation ratio \( (dr = 40) \), \( N = 6 \), the filter length \( L = 100 \), and the sampling frequency \( f_s = 8,000 \) Hz; the theoretical, straightforward MAC count is \( 2 \times L \times N \times (f_s / dr) = 0.24M \) MACs. The processing figure for APP_filter_bank is only 0.11 MIPS (550 clock cycles per function call), including the overhead of the function call. That low number clearly demonstrates the superiority of this approach over the straightforward one and, of course, over traditional approaches, like Goertzel filters, which are usually slower by an order of magnitude.

You can lower both the MIPS and memory requirements even further by using a staged decimation process. For example, the MFR.1 input signal allows simple decimation-by-2 filtering, since the highest frequency is sufficiently offset from 2 kHz for the filters to be organized in a way that makes half of the coefficients equal to zero. In addition, the filters in the second stage become half as long, also lowering program RAM requirements.

**MANY APPLICATIONS**

You can use very similar techniques for different applications: almost any kind of tone detector, signal classifier, or spectrum analyzer and a wide variety of filter banks, can achieve better performance with this approach.

But how much that performance gain benefits the end user depends on many factors. Although you can improve the performance of an entire signal detection and classification subsystem significantly with these techniques, the subsystem usually represents only a small part of the whole picture. If an entire voice processing system is built using a so-called “universal port”
approach—one in which a single DSP performs all the functions required for one or few channels—the benefits will be modest because the savings in required processor power are minor relative to a typical vocoder's requirements. If, on the other hand, the voice processing is distributed—that is, if various DSPs are assigned to different functions—and each DSP executes only a few smoothly coexisting algorithms, the difference can be dramatic. There are three main reasons.

For one, such a system may be composed of the best available interoperable algorithms from different vendors. For another, fewer DSPs will likely be needed to achieve the same channel density, since every algorithm may trade off between program memory and per-channel performance. Finally, there'll likely be no need to attach any external RAM to the DSPs because the DSPs won't have to keep the entire set of algorithms in their program space. As an added bonus, power consumption will be reduced to just the very low C55x core power plus serial peripherals.

Taken together, these factors will reduce the overall system size and price of future telecommunication infrastructure equipment while increasing its performance, quality, and reliability.

NOTES
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